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Creating contemporary quilts suggestive of a kinship with painters as much as with traditional hand 

sewers, the WA Inspired Art Quilters Group seeks to redefine and enhance the profile of art quilting in 

Australia. Drawing inspiration from Western Australian subjects and conditions, the group of eight 

award-winning quilters present works relating to their local environment and industries. This unique 

exhibition will be on display at Mundaring Arts Centre from 5 May to 18 June 2017.  

 

The WA Inspired Art Quilters exhibition explores quintessentially WA conditions. Series 1 considers the 

local landscape with focal themes Sand, Strata and Salt. In Series 2, Primary Industry, the artists 

explore facets of WA industry concerned with natural raw materials for conversion into commodities 

and products. These include farming, viticulture, forestry and aquaculture, and are presented as 

triptychs of bright fabrics, displaying snap-shots like windows offering insights into WA life. Also in focus 

are works exploring the Goldfields Pipeline scheme; referencing the unique history of the Eastern 

region, these works hold special relevance for the local Mundaring community.      

 

Artists Hilary Arber, Roberta Chantler, Pat Forster, Elizabeth Humphreys, Stella King, Stephanie Knudsen 

and Denise Mallon each create artworks in various materials and techniques, including hand-dyeing, 

batik, hand-embroidery, appliqué, raw edge appliqué, beading, machine quilting, inktense pencil 

painting and needle-turn appliqué. Each artist’s works display a distinct style which reflects their 

individual creative practice and experience with the medium.    

 

With diverse origins spanning regional Australia, New Zealand and Kenya, the eight group members 

contribute unique personal histories to their unified practice. A shared sense of connection to nature 

has shaped and motivated the artist’s creative practice individually and as a group.  

“The time I spent in WA National Parks has had the most influence on my works,” says Roberta 

Chandler. Other group members echo Roberta’s sentiments. Denise Mallon recalls the blossoming of 

a lifelong affinity with the outdoors that started with her upbringing near the beach in Sydney; Stella 

King describes her love of nature as seminal in her practice; and Hilary Arber, who was born in New 

Zealand and spent her childhood sailing and swimming, says: “nature is my master source”.    

 

Other influences stem from the domestic sphere: Elizabeth Humphreys started her first quilt when her 

military husband was deployed overseas in 1967. Pat Forster’s practice was also influenced by her 

husband’s career, which saw the family travel around remote locations in Australia for his work as an 

engineer. Though one of Pat’s biggest influences was her own career in mathematics; her works pay 

recurring homage to fractals, or geometric concoctions. The group’s art world influences are as 

varied as the members themselves and include contemporary quilters such as Alicia Merrett, WA 

icons such as Robert Juniper and twentieth century painters such as Paul Klee.   

 

The WA Inspired Art Quilters exhibition opens at 7pm Friday 5 May in Mundaring Arts Centre’s Gallery 1 

space. The artists will host a series of talks throughout the course of the exhibition to provide 

opportunities for the community to engage with their practice (a full list of times and details will be 

released on MAC’s website ahead of the May opening). An exhibition of contemporary portraiture by 

Alastair Taylor will run concurrently in Gallery 2, the adjoining exhibition space. In One Hundred and 

Three of Me Alastair creates a matrix of miniature portraits on metal, a woven “world map” of a 

multitude of Alastair Taylors, unknown namesakes he stumbled upon after losing his Facebook page.  

 

Mundaring Arts Centre is located at 7190 Great Eastern Highway, Mundaring. The gallery and gift 

shop are open Tuesdays to Fridays 10am-5pm and Saturdays and Sundays 11am-3pm. For more 

information please visit http://www.mundaringartscentre.com.au/   
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